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The New York Times provides daily updates from the CDC on the numbers vaccinated. While

nothing that comes out of CDC's mouth is necessarily reliable, I am presenting the o@cial numbers

below. But it is certainly possible that the numbers of the unvaccinated or partially vaccinated are

even higher than presented here. Pay close attention to the numbers.

257.6 million (of a total 334 million Americans) got at least one dose of vaccine. That is 77% of the

country. If you remove the 0 through 4 year olds, it is 82% of those eligible by age for vaccine. It

seems like the vast majority of Americans went along with the vaccine program.

But Not for Long

A surprising 15% of the initially vaccinated (and 11% of all Americans) never went back for their

second shot. That is huge. There is no other vaccine where such a high percentage fails to

complete a 2 dose series. So if you add together the 18% who refused any shot and the 11% (of all

Americans) who refused to complete the initial series, you are up to 29% vaccine refusers and ex-

vaxxers who did not get "fully vaccinated," using CDC's terminology.

“The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention said on Friday that about 257.6 million

people had received at least one dose of a Covid-19 vaccine, including about 219.6 million

people who had been fully vaccinated by the Johnson & Johnson single-dose vaccine or

the two-dose series made by PGzer-BioNTech and Moderna.”

[Why does CDC use the word “about” when it has a record of every single vaccinated American? —

Nass]

The C.D.C. also reported that about 100.5 million fully vaccinated people have received an

additional vaccine dose or a booster dose, the highest level of protection against the virus. Now

let's look at how many Americans went along with the booster dose. Only 100.5 million Americans

took that _rst booster, or 30% of Americans, according to the NYT.

But if you look at the NYT graph of % boosted by county, in many counties less than 15% of the

population took booster #1. Why didn't the NYT use additional colors for counties where over 35%

or over 40% were boosted? Are there none? If so, the total boosted in the US may be less than 30%.

But let's go along with CDC and the NYT and use 30% or 100.5 million people as our boosted

number.

How many people took the _rst two shots (or one if they got the J and J shot) and refused the

booster? 36% of Americans (219.6 M-100.5 M / 334 M people) took the initial series and refused

the booster. Add 36% to 18% who refused all, and add 11% who refused the second shot and now

you have 65% of the country that said "No more!"

Throw in the 5.6% of Americans below age 5 who are not eligible for the vaccine (it is not

emergency use authorized for them) and you _nd that 70% of us are not "up to date" according to

the CDC.

It looks like Americans are not so dumb after all. Despite two years of continuous propaganda, and

unprecedented threats of employment and educational loss if unvaccinated, Americans are saying,

“Enough.” They have stopped queueing up at vaccine clinics, many of which are now closed.

Why Would They Do That?

It seems they have access to the alternate media. They have seen people get injured or die after

receiving the shots. They have enough common sense to know it's not right to get an injection every

few months.

Information coming from the UK and other places that vaccination did not prevent deaths or

hospitalizations, not to mention cases and spread, has gotten out via the bush telegraph. People

were able to distinguish the truth from fake news.

Information that vaccination with the COVID vaccines seems to impair the ability to mount a broad

immune response to COVID could only be suppressed for so long.

The original Moderna clinical trial data, which should have been available to regulatory agencies at

least since the Moderna package was presented for licensure, reveals that while 93% of

unvaccinated controls produced the SARS-CoV-2 anti-nucleocapsid antibody after infection, only

40% of the vaccinated produced this antibody at detectable levels after infection.

They failed to mount the expected immune response. It is possible or probable that the more doses

of these vaccines you receive, the less broad immunity you will develop, even after getting infected.

In any event, Americans have woken out of their slumber. According to the American Academy of

Pediatrics, only 35% of 5 through 11 year olds have received any COVID vaccine, and only 28% have

received both doses. Twenty percent of initially vaccinated 5-11 year olds were never brought back

for the second shot. Doesn't that tell you something?

According to CDC, 75% of American children have already had COVID. And it is only very rarely a

severe disease for children, despite CDC's desperate spin. So the idea of mass vaccinating little

kids is unspeakably cruel.

Now the 65% of us that are awake need to save the preschoolers from these _endish shots. FDA

has set aside several days in June for advisory committee meetings on shots for toddlers and

babies, and a booster dose for the 5-11 year olds. We must stop the carnage before the vaccines

are authorized for the tiniest Americans.

We also need to save the unawakened parents from themselves, in case the vaccines do get

authorized. These parents desperately need our guidance. Won't you help?
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Mommy, why are all those people wearing masks? "It's because the vaccines and boosters have damaged their immune systems and

now they're afraid of everything."
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I feel very sorry for the innocent children being damaged. But I de_nitely do NOT share Dr. Mercola's concern and compassion

for their parents. Those who follow the tyrants are their enablers. They have attacked us, and want to silence, even destroy us.

They are the enemy. Sure there are a few just really dumb and compliant people in that group who aren't intrinsically bad, but it's

pretty hard to tell the difference. Best to call them all out for what they are - evil enablers and enemies of freedom and humanity.

I have no compassion for any of them. I guess I'm not as nice as I used to think. A battle for the future of civilization can do that

to people. BTW, check out "amidwesterndoctor" on substack. Another truly brilliant source of truth, like Dr. Mercola and the

others who are so vital.
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m.youtube.com/watch  TELEVISION WATCHING NEWS BELIEVERS rumble.com/vyepcn-television-watching-news-believer.html

  I loved Metallica growing up :) This artist speaks truth in all of his music, which is how I found his video. His lyrics are truth,

and I LOVE truth!!!
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Hi Ray, don't want to know how you found that one, thanks for the tv reminder!
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Versatile - Here in Scotland people are still wearing masks when alone in cars, in the supermarkets, in the street, they are so

brainwashed. Ours is one of the highest vaxxed nations in Britain. People believe the MSM and the news pods of our _rst

minister's advice. In the local elections last week her party romped home. This is the same female who has lowered the age of

consent, the sex education for young children in schools is in my opinion very disturbing. She openly mentions NWO often. Who

gave the WEF the go ahead to inqict their rules conditions and mad agenda on the people of the world, no one voted for that.

Why are we expected to do their bidding, or Bill Gates either. Its all the people who are complying that is allowing it all to

continue. Will they ever wake up.
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@momac Watch the video I posted above. You’ll love it! Secondly, I’ll bet the reason Ireland is so deceived is because they’re

predominantly a Catholic Nation, and therein lies the problem. Many people don’t know this, but the Vatican and it’s Jesuit Order

are the ones responsible for this fake pandemic and death shot. Once the world _nally _gures that out, Vatican City is going to

get a little taste of God’s judgment. If I’m around when that happens, I’ll be dancing in the streets. The people of the world have

been deceived and sadly most of them will perish without ever realizing it. That may seem like crazy talk to those who don’t

know what the Scriptures say, but Revelation 17-18 veri_es everything I just said!
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MoMac, did anyone attempt to run against the NWO candidate who won?
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Dear Dr. Mercola, You are one of the top notch contributors to the alternative media that helped to open the eyes of all those

Americans - and as a matter of fact - of people all over the world who refused to get shots! A huge kudos to You!!!
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100% and hear hear!!! De_nitely opened my eyes early on - we're not jabbed in our household. I've been following Dr Mercola for

decades and have been turning many family members and friends on to him - THANK YOU DR. MERCOLA!!! After my daughter's

2yo "shots", I stopped taking her in for them - between NVIC, Mercola, and a dear friend, my eyes were opened then, which was

further reinforced when 2 mos later, our 2yo nephew went completely off the rails on development after his 2yo "shots", several

years later diagnosed with ASD. So sad - such a sweet, brilliant boy. Happy to report though that he's now a teen and is largely

back on track, but knows he's viewed as "special" and despises that label. Another story that's been intentionally buried (autism

and the real, known culprit).
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I literally was minutes away from making an appointment to get the jab (this was very early on and I am supposedly in the

vulnerable age group) when my inner voice suggested seeing what Dr. Mercola had to say. Needless to say, I feel incredibly

grateful that I listened to that voice and to Dr. Mercola. Thank you for all that you do. You are one of the bright lights so

desperately needed in this dark time.
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The most terrifying aspect of this pandemic has been the unprecedented global-scale conspiracy, the so-called lockstep model. I had

never in my life confronted the concept of "nowhere to run, nowhere to hide", either intellectually or emotionally. It seems now that

everything they do is in lockstep. Here is the latest. There is a massive global effort underway to: 1) convert all crops and livestock to

GMO/Gene Edited AND 2) eliminate organic crops and livestock with the claim that organic farming promotes food shortages,

widespread hunger, and climate change. Amazing report by OffGuardian:

truthcomestolight.com/genetically-edited-food-the-next-stage-of-the-gr.. .
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Simple solution . Grow your own food.
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ttwdem, your link is spot on...like the manipulation of language & de_nitions to make a yearly snotty nose for nearly everyone a

springboard to expand another line of yearly shots; By shocking the public into panicked obedience & compliance too ridiculous

measures, the ground has been set to expand total dependence to Parasitic Predator$...bow & kiss the ring, or you won't eat.

Guess what? Even if you kiss the ring, most won't _nd much to eat anyway, if Predator$ have their way, most of it will be swill

destroying not only you, us but much of life in our Garden, Planet Earth.

Predator$ create problems than command the general public to accept only the solutions bene_tting the Predator$. Long time

visitors to this site know actual measures & the search to promote real health, to prevent dis-ease before it has a chance to

start, along with supplements & of course Regenerative Sustainable Organic methods have long been under attack. The

Predator$ most likely are feeling up against the wall as today's article expresses just how much the authorities have had to

massage fuzzy statistics & our numbers are way bigger than what is comfortable for them.

Those numbers were way to big before they messed up & most likely now the ranks are swelling as the whole population has

been exposed to their vile methods after being gob smacked. The way to reduce supply line chains issues is to produce close to

home or at home if possible. They are deliberately disrupting all in order to make the claim Organics can't feed a starving world,

(starvation, poverty, Predator$ create & maintain.) Because there is a time delay to convert from disastrous chemical factory

food production to Regenerative methods not enjoying subsidies or investments for us, the learning curve to employ methods to

Heal & Not Steal is where Predator$ stake their false qag of lies to attempt to promote the illusion Regenerative - Permaculture

just can't be done. Don't be fooled again our numbers scare them.
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AngiekO- Even growing your own food is slowly becoming illegal in some areas. These articles are from a while ago but many

jurisdictions are forbidding to grow your own food as are most subdivisions. Rural areas are still _ne but even farmers cannot

set aside a few acres for say seed corn since the seeds are patented so they must at whatever the market price is buy from the

supplier. sustainableamerica.org/blog/believe-it-or-not-it-may-be-illegal-to-gro..

 guardianlv.com/2014/05/personal-gardening-and-farming-are-becoming-ill..
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Thanks for the link!! What a bunch of BS!! I cannot believe people would fall for this line of unproven lies!! Only the population

that hasn't taken the jab will know the truth and those who have watched "Propaganda" by Ty and Charlene Bollinger! People

must stop watching and reading mainstream media which is full of lies told by the Government!!!
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bowgirl
Joined On 12/3/2011 6:17:03 AM
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Those of us who grow as much food as we can, know it is no ez task to grow enough for one person let alone a family. There is

a learning curve to getting a high yield. Small lots are a challenge, not just from regulation but shade from close buildings. We

do a lot of growing and and canning in a short amount of time. Frost and low light create more challenges.
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM
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Good point Bowgirl, to say "grow your own food" is good advice but simplistic. We also grow, catch, kill, and gather most of our

food. Mostly it's preserved in the freezer when not eaten fresh, and that's problematic in a SHTF scenario. Canning or drying

everything is possible but much harder. And in a SHTF scenario, unless you're in a very isolated area, or among a large group of

like-minded trustworthy people who are good with weapons, how are you going to protect your precious stores from starving,

marauding mobs? Starving people won't sit in their houses waiting to die, they'll go out looking for food anywhere and any way

they can get it - at least a LOT of them will. GREAT POST, ttwdem.
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Joined On 6/5/2012 7:49:58 PM
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This has been a global model, with the WEF telling their young global leaders what they must do. Our countries are no longer

being run by the politicians that we elected. The food shortages are only going to get worse. Americans need to understand that

this is far from over. Unvaccinated Canadians- both ESSENTIAL and non essential cannot enter the US. That means Canadian

truckers cannot bring food and supplied into the US. Currently, there are over 5 million Canadians who are political prisoners,

unable to board a train, plane, bus or commercial boat, making them literal prisoners in their own country.

I know, because my daughter and sister are two of those prisoners. I am a Canadian who is in the US right now, and I cannot

leave the US (or I won't be allowed back in because I'm unvaccinated) and my family cannot leave Canada. With both Canada

and the US stating that their travel bans will continue inde_nitely, I- and many others- have no idea when they will ever see their

loved ones again. Something is terribly wrong here at day 785 of 2 weeks to qatten the curve.
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Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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steelj and all: I want to purchase a 6-8 cubic foot chest freezer. The ones at Lowes for $229 stop working after 1-2 years and

destroy up to $1500 of food. They also will not freeze when the ambient temperature goes below 50 F. I can only put one

outside. Our wintertime lows don't go below 23. If anyone has any recommendations it is greatly appreciated!
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM
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This lockstep model you are referring to is called “The Beast System” in the Bible. We are seeing it coming onto the scene, and

it will eventually become the last World Empire before The return of the Messiah, The Lord Jesus Christ. The Bible has already

predicted what’s coming. Speci_cally in Matthew 24, Jesus talks about the end of days, and “the beginning of sorrows” - that is

the time we are in now. It’s described as earthquakes in random places, wars and rumors of wars, famines and pestilences.

People can prepare all they want, but without faith in Jesus Christ, they are doomed.

I’m not advocating Religion. I’m merely trying to point out that people can actually read the KJV Bible for themselves and

actually _nd Salvation within. (Eternal salvation) I love them that love me; and those that seek me early shall _nd me. Proverbs

8:17 For everyone else, God Himself has something for you: And with all deceivableness of unrighteousness in them that perish;

because they received not the love of the truth, that they might be saved. And for this cause God shall send them strong

delusion, that they should believe a lie: 2 Thessalonians 2:10-11
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BrianAllen1, I hear you. Our 40 year old freezer was leaking around the door gasket, and since the newer ones were supposed to

be cheaper on electricity, we went shopping. Found a great-looking one, were ready to pay, and the salesman said it was a nice

unit and should last us seven or eight years! We were shocked since we were used to decades of useful life from freezers. Turns

out - no more. When we explained our situation, the salesman said he thought we should keep our unit going as long as

possible, which we are doing. The only thing I'd know to tell you is look for a COMMERCIAL grade unit, like a store or restaurant

would buy. Quite a bit more expensive, not on display at the big-box stores, but worth considering IMO.
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Haven’t taken any shot since October 2019 and the last time I was sick was December 2019 and February 2020. These shots, qu shot

included, are a danger to our immune system.
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So True!! Been following the good Doc for about 22 years... That was the last time I got the qu shot and haven't had the qu

since....
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The Covidians, meanwhile, are steadfast in their religious-like belief in the vaccine and the high priests of public health who continue

pushing it. It's hard to blame them, on the one hand. No one likes being fooled, and even fewer people are willing to admit that they

were fooled. As a defense mechanism, they become increasingly strident in their original belief. That's _ne; I've long since decided

that there is no going back to "the before times" with these folks. When you have seen someone applaud the concept of a person

losing a job for refusing to be jabbed, you cannot unsee that. You cannot resume a normal relationship with a person who advocates

punitive measures against relative strangers, let alone against friends, relatives, and co-workers.
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Yes, then expand this concept across the country and the world! - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -THIS is for you and everyone, may be the

important interview of week, even if it dates from fall of last year! Aspects of military mandates and enormous govt (Dr. Fauci

and US military) spending that are appalling - for a qu-like illness(?) de_ning a microbe as terrorism, bioweapon developments

and RFK Jr goes into biosecurity from there.....ROBERT F. KENNEDY JR. INTERVIEWED BY MIKE ADAMS: HOW THE "WAR ON

TERROR" MORPHED INTO A PERPETUAL "W" - www.bitchute.com/.../kbGs7ggDnYSm  - cannot say this is completely new;

instead may be a new perspective for many as he summarizes history outlined in his last book.
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COVIDIans cute. COVID is their devil. The VAX is their savior.
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I _nd it easy to blame them, on all hands. Those of us who know better don't have a pipeline into some divine source of

knowledge. We all live in the same world and have access to the same information. Sure there are excuses, but no good

excuses. You make some excellent points otherwise, I just disagree on that one.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, it has shifted perceptions and relationships because of that shift. So many in my life have turned out to be phony on

essential matters, that if I was to walk away, I would be completely alone. The better solution for me is to remain vigilant, and

keep my inner distance from their ignorance. I should have established those healthy psychological boundaries decades ago,

but I didn't see the red qags, now I do.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

The actual term is “COVIDIOTS”.
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Here in radical left CA, it's easy to tell who are the troubled parents by the masks and the masks they force their children to wear. Is it a

fetish? Is it fear? Is this fetishistic phobia the life they've always craved? Do I really want to get to know these people who believe that

human evolution means nothing. Do I really want to be around people with such a shrinking, cancerous biopathy to whom generations

of immunity means nothing?
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Back in early 2020 I considered going down to WalMart to get the jab. I think it must have been the hand of God that delayed me long

enough to learn the truth about what was going on. The best way to stay healthy is eat what God provides for us in Nature. It is the

only way to _ne tune the immune system, so that if you DO fall ill the body easily overcomes it. Man's garbage, so-called "food" kills

you slowly. Apr2020 I got the "qu". 3 days later I was _ne and I'm 68 years old, been eating from God's menu for years. (I could dang

near live on apples or oranges, lettuce and cucumbers, with enough Adam's 100% Natural peanut butter and USDA organic honey to

get full on. In fact, that is my favorite meal).
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Joined On 7/2/2008 12:46:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Peanut butter and honey? Hmm I like peanut butter and dill pickle sandwiches. I took these sandwiches all through high school

back in the 50's and still love them. My mom made dill pickles. Now I just but them. Carol
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jrh: I have kept bees as a hobby for 25 years in SF East Bay, Sacramento, NJ & Ecuador on the coast & the highlands. Unless the

bees are in the middle of a forest or desert with no roads, houses or farms it is unlikely the honey is organic. Honey bees will

forage up to 30,000 acres depending on the availability of food. When they are in the middle of a qowering orchard, they do not

go far. I have had bees harvest road tar to add to their propolis mix. Propolis is a better medicine than anything made in a lab.

Honey bees have survived for millions of years in closely packed colonies where they are raised, live and die. Many pathogens

would wipe out an unprotected population that lives like that.

In Feb or Mar. 2020 I awoke one morning with a sore throat and could not smell the coffee. I knew those were symptoms of

Covid so I was frightened. I usually gargle peroxide when I get a sore throat. This time the sore throat was below the larynx.

Gargling was not possible. I had read here about nebulizing. I had none so I put peroxide in a spray bottle, added powder from a

capsule of zinc gluconate & two drops of tincture of propolis. I shook it up to make the zinc a colloid and sprayed my face while

inhaling deeply. I did that four times & went about my business. Three hours later I was able to enjoy my coffee.

Honey bees, depending on where the colony is, may forage thousands of varieties of nectar and pollen and make propolis from

the exudations of hundreds of varieties of plants. When there is an aphid infestation the bees will harvest what is called honey

dew. Ants do too. If you have an aphid problem just control the ants. I use stickum, and the natural predators will eat the aphids.

Ants protect the aphids. The result of the vast foraging means that honey and pollen is probably the best plant based food you

can have. Pollen is the reproduction package of plants so has many nutrients invested in it. It is fed to larvae. Peanut butter &

honey is good.
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I suppose in the US too, there sure are many who are fully vaxed in the registers, but had actually managed to take none. The _nal

_gure thus, could be greater. Now don't ask me how could that be possible, but they sure are the smartest and the healthiest of all!!
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steelj
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Good point. I wonder too how many present themselves as jabbed due to necessity but found a way to avoid the actual shots.

Sure seems like it would be easy for health care professionals to help each other out. I suspect the percentage of docs and

nurses jabbed is overstated. By how much would be interesting to know.
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On top of all the reasons Dr. Mercola pointed out for not getting the jab, you have some pretty reliable sources here in the USA from

private companies publishing their own data. Walgreens has their own data they update daily. On most days it shows the lowest

infectious rates are among the UNVACCINATED: www.walgreens.com/.../covid-19-index.jsp  The highest infection rates are those that

have had 5+ months since their last shot. The people who just received their last shot are not doing better than the unvaccinated. At

best, their infection rates are tied with the unvaccinated. That means this is a FAILED attempt to vaccinate from top to bottom. There's

not a single area of this vaccine campaign you can point to and say it worked or it provided ANY bene_t. But, you can point to the

dangers. It's total insanity, and yet the fake news is still pushing the jabs.
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Hi jamNjim, How about inducing diabetes and liver enzyme changes? Dr Been does paxlovoid: "Paxlovid Failed to Prevent

COVID-19" - - odysee.com/@DrMobeenSyed:1/paxlovid-failed-to-prevent-covid-19:9  - - - - how many rushed drugs does

everyone worldwide(?) need to be subjected to? Like clockwork, wait 6 months! it turns out the FDA is marketing a pack of

lies...to their own detriment??
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njlady
Joined On 11/21/2006 8:03:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Of course we all know who bene_ted from this vaccine campaign...they learned how a population can be made afraid and easily

manipulated...very valuable info
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Real, why does this not surprise me? It's all about population reduction. The more a pill kills the faster it gets approved!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

jamNjim, funny thing I did not realize this is the same pill my sister and bro-in-law rushed out to take (as did US VP Kamala

Harris) about 3 or 4 weeks ago, BEFORE updated, actual negative reports started spilling out. So far, good thing their marketing

hype is holding, got my _ngers crossed...
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

realrose, why would you think the VP actually rushed out and took this experimental drug?
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[orist
Joined On 4/23/2010 11:35:39 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We live in cattle ag country and very few of them took the shots. In fact because everyone here knows a vet or related, it was easy to

get ivermectin. In town though many took the shots. After reading dr Mikovits book plague of corruption and sharing I can’t imagine

anyone taking another vac ever but few have read. I share the doctors who have read the patents at cindawood.com/qowers.html and

they have been helping people detox thank goodness. Since it is almost impossible to get away from GMO or wheat barley oats

sprayed before harvest, some are on fulvic acid. One thing for sure will be food prices due to 100-200 percent increase of fertilizer and

seeds. Grassland will be valuable because feeding out calves will be too expensive.
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HighTreason
Joined On 7/4/2021 4:41:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Most telling that P_zer wanted to suppress their own data for 75 years (enough time for all involved to be dead and buried.) What we

are witnessing is qagrant malfeasance, which should negate the immunity from prosecution. The _nes and damages should be in the

hundreds of trillions. Since they suppressed viable therapeutics, directly contributing to economic damage, they, and their parent

companies must be held liable. Without doubt, this scam is the scandal of the century.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Dr Nass for putting these numbers together. Imagine what we could _gure out if those in charge were engaged in allowing

proper data to be released. As Dr Nass points out look how devastating the Predator$ project has become for them. They have put a

massive spotlight on the whole issue of vaccines & those of us who were already concerned with the traditional vax standards have

now been joined by massive numbers who can see a system corrupted by those it is supposed to keep in proper check. Just looking at

the authorities fuzzy qip qopping data for the last two years this article does a great job exposing We Are Not A Minority Fringe Group

& those who agree are swelling those numbers even higher. When people go through something personally is when they understand it

perfectly.
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NewlandsWanderer
Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Totally agree juststeve. Dr Nass has shown that people are instinctively not trusting the jab-pushing narrative. And little wonder

as more evidence comes in about the dangers of death, immune system injury and adverse reactions:

rumble.com/v14dogh-the-experimental-gene-therapies-must-end-dr.-robert..
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gh\nn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The numb in the head are just that, numb in the head. A life long friend and his wife are two of the extreme type. She controls him. I

have not seen her since this began other than her peeking out the window as I spoke to him in the driveway at a distance of 12-15 ft.

They are boosted and I am sure with 2, if that is the maximum. To each their own. I pray my grandchildren will not receive it; but as my

daughter-in-laws family is of the same caliper as my friend, I have little hope as they are her children. I was told to STOP over a year

ago with the unsolicited advice. That my friend’s is why in history the Tower of Babel existed. We gather in likeness and not all humans

are alike or think alike. If I were to have any prayer answered, it would be that those who lead this campaign and received phony shots

somehow are subjected to the real thing. Not a nice thing to wish for; but!
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How odd that an article about the push back has so many gloom and doom comments. That Said it almost seems like the world is

split 50/50. As in 50% love covid culture and all of its “wonderful” tyranny And actually support it for some satanical reason. And the

other half wd like a regular, normal life! Without all the bs made up nonsense. I think a Lot of covid loving people are simply either

bored and/or miserable anyway, and just love all the covid drama. Really. It wd be really nice if the 50% of scared, drama and tyranny

loving folks wd just congregate in one spot in half the planet and leave the other half to us regular, easy going, hard working,

normal-thinking folks. That wd be great. And i wd say to them, enjoy! Enjoy the jabs! enjoy the loss of freedom! Enjoy living by your yr

UNELECTED RULERS’ say-so about everything! Have fun! Btw love the new mask!See ya! Wd be nice.
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dubbydove
Joined On 9/23/2011 8:39:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am curremt;u readog "Copeland's Cure" by Natalie Robins. Royal Copeland was a committed homeopath, born in 1868. He was

appointed by the Mayor to be the Health Commissioner of NYC in 1918. He did exactly the opposite of DeBlasio/Cuomo/Fauci. There

was no quarantine, wear masks/don't wear masks, schools remained open, business all remained open, he did mandate a "no spitting"

rule as well as creating alternating work hours so that public transportation wouldn't be overcrowded. He kept theaters open because

"people need something to take their minds off the epidemic - as fear and worry are also part of what doctors should alleviate". I

believe he also used homeopathy. The result was NYC had a much lower death count than other cities who followed the fauci model of

scare the crap out of everyone - "you're sick even if you're not sick".

Who actually believes that the "bright lights" of NYC, at the very least, did not have access to this history? Who thinks that those having

the power to make the choice, chose death and destruction over protecting life should be prosecuted for knowingly committing crimes

against humanity. I absolutely think so. I think Copeland's story needs to be known by all of us azicted with a disease far more deadly

than any qu - capitalist greed. Guarantee it's already killed far more people than all the epidemics put together and still continues with

its deadly agenda.
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ElizabethHope
Joined On 8/12/2016 8:50:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please read this book “Doctor on Trial: The Landmark Battle for Medical Freedom of Choice” by Merilyn Muesing. This former

nurse tells the true life story of her father who was a naturopath who treated Spanish Flu victims and did not lose a single one!

The reason for the high mortality rate of the Spanish Flu epidemic was the huge excessive doses of ASPIRIN that doctors used

at the time. That caused massive hemorrhaging - blood coming out of people’s ears, etc. - awful! Throughout the book you learn

of the corruption of the American Medical Association and its century long _ght against natural medicine. Morris Fishbein, head

of AMA, persecuted Harry Hoxsey for his cancer formula, literally running him of the country. Hoxsey set up a clinic in Tijuana,

Mexico because he could not operate in the US. Read that story - pretty incredible!
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axkershaw
Joined On 7/8/2013 3:01:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Kudos to Copeland and NYC. Bayer had recently patented aspirin an isolate from white willow. It was the wonder drug that was

so new, safe dosages had not yet been determined. It was used massively among the military because then as now

governments have unlimited funds to make war bercause private banksters love to indebt nations, a sure return on money

created from thin air. The actual on the ground experience of naturopaths was buried under the corporate promotion of aspirin.

The Bayer factories outside Germany were commandeered and given to French, British and American corporations that

continued promoting aspirin through political pressure.

On the positive side the German war machine ground to a halt just 80 miles from Paris. Two months before the Armistice the US

halted the draft because so many soldiers were dying in the training camps. It is an axiom among the military that it is better to

wound or infect because it takes two or more to provide care and only a machine to bury. During the Vietnam War the caliber of

riqes was reduced to wound more than kill for that reason. The militaries in WW I were paralized because so many were

occupied caring for the sick.

Then as now they follow authority and thus do harmful things to themselves. The CEOs of private corporations and banks are

pathological narcissists like kings and emperors. They have no empathy so do things that would revolt a healthy human being.

To wrap your head around this idea know that greed for money is not the motivation. It is greed for power and control. Money is

just the biproduct. That is why CEOs oppose unionization even though it may cost money to do that. They, with few exceptions,

do not want workers to have any control in the workplace.
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lorac321
Joined On 10/16/2016 7:24:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It seems unfortunate that the 100.5 million could have just WAITED until some of the REAL Side Effects were starting to show up. Evan

one shot of this _lth is too much, and now it will be a wait and see who of this one-shot group is starting to have side effects long

term.  As P.T. Barnum quote says about people, THEY should have educated themselves, who was making the billions on the backs of

its people, who was paid to lie, who of the Royals of Washington gained the most from exploiting its people! " A sucker Born Every

Minute" is the quote, and unfortunately it _ts this senerio. YOUR Complancy gave these monsters the power, your votes put them in

OFFICE!!!
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

dubbydove - in reference to your comment about making supplements illegal, this bill proposes to do precisely

that...anh-usa.org/new-bill-threatens-jail-time-for-supplement-companies/
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smilestogo
Joined On 7/3/2021 9:12:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A few things to keep in mind constantly: 1. DO NOT call this a vaccine; it is an experimental injection treatment given under EUA. WE

are being experimented upon without informed consent! 2. The CDC name should be changed to CDP; Center for Disease Prevention

rather than Center for Disease Control as Prevention is better than Control (or Cure)! AND the new CDP should work on just that -

Prevention; NOT creation such as in gain-of-function weaponization of existing pathogens into life-destroying variants!!! 3. Most

Importantly, all COVID-19 related information should mention upfront WHETHER this virus has been isolated or not. IF not isolated,

then it most probably does not exist and nothing further should be written about it. IF isolated then provide proof of isolation before

blabbering another word! Amen!
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SadieKay
Joined On 8/1/2016 1:46:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Looks like We-The-People are leaving a strong impression on the NWO and pHARMa. They know we're awake and they don't like it. So

they're switching tack -- time to frighten folks using the Climate Change narrative. Nope, it's not enough. Time for a generated food

shortage. You think that's enough now?
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ame3843
Joined On 11/5/2021 11:30:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am trying to spread awareness EVERYDAY & EVERY PLACES I go. I have seen parents who did not care to know the truth when I tried

to speak to them. I have also printed out several of CHD handouts & some parents have refused to take it. But that don’t stop me from

spreading awareness to educate parents. Many parents that I spoke to, they had NO IDEA the danger of these JABS & Masks. I’ve

passed on BITCHUTE.com “live mask test” & truthunmuted.org that has several studies on mask.
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DebraC043
Joined On 1/25/2019 7:47:03 PM
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I am one of those who got the _rst "shot", but not the 2nd! Within 12 hours of taking that _rst "shot", I broke out in a body wide rash! ! It

itched like crazy, and itched for about a month. Then, slowly, the itching stopped, and the rash went away over the next 4 months. I

went to several Dr's who couldn't do a thing for this rash. All their lotions and potions failed. The covid "vaccine" FAILED! If there were

"forced vaccinations" I would probably be dead by now! Thanks to Dr. Mercola and several other Health gurus, that I follow on "the net"

I held off. and yes, I did get covid early on, I forget what "species" it was, but all it did to me was make me sleep. I slept for 4 days. This

covid was handled ALL WRONG, but alas, I know I preach to the choir when I say that! PS: I am 76 years old!
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Liberty11
Joined On 12/17/2006 8:27:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well done not taking the 2nd jab, realizing the rash was caused by the jab. Of course doctors "couldn't do a thing...." but they

knew the real cause, the toxic shot. A guy I know socially, was reluctant to have the jab, however, refusing meant the loss of his

employment. After the _rst shot he too came out in a rash on his chest and back which persisted several months. Doctors of

course played the "not sure what it is.." and encouraged him to have the 2nd shot! He did!! Another rash resulted. When I spoke

to him two weeks ago, he was booked in for the Booster the next day. When I gasped, "Really"? He chuckled and said "yep, just

have to wait and see if I get another rash after my 3rd one". What is wrong with these people! WTF??
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just how many of the sheep who have said or feel " hey my symptoms were so much less" than if I had not had been injected will use

the exact rationalization when lining up for their annual injections? Heard so many people say this after coming down with the whu-qu

a 2nd and 3rd time how much worse it could have been without all the injections. The mongers ingrained that mass psychosis very

deeply in the susceptible
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM
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Brodie, more people died from all causes of deaths in 2021 than in 2020 and 2022 is on pace to shatter all death statistics. The

only thing that's changed is this new vaccine technology they call mRNA. They're supposed to have 100+more mRNA jabs in

development for everything you can think of, even RSV. RSV is a mild respiratory virus that makes young children sick 1 time in

your life and you're immune for the rest of your life, but Fauci and his drug cartels claim there will be an RSV-like virus that is

going to make everyone sick with RSV and they already have a vaccine for it. So when all these new mRNA jabs get pushed onto

the public you can expext to see the death rate climb exponentially!
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I always was amazed at the UN's death rate predictions. Their website has a graph that shows the predicted death rates. It

shows the USA's death rate climbing from 8% in 2018 to over 15% in 2050. Prior to 2018 our death rates were falling and I was

curious as to how they predicted from 2019-forward that the death rate would double in 30 years. Now we know!! They knew

from day 1 that 2020 would be the year of Covid19 and that Covid19 would bring us the mRNA jabs. All of the dots are

connecting.
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ElizabethHope
Joined On 8/12/2016 8:50:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bobby Kennedy’s organization Children’s Health Defense asked everyone to mail cards or letters in RED ENVELOPES to the FDA to urge

them NOT to issue EUA to P_zer shots for kids under 5. I think that campaign was enormously successful because the FDA tabled that

decision for now. It was easy to get red envelopes at that time because it was around Valentine’s Day this year. We need to do that

again!
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vio7642
Joined On 9/27/2021 3:48:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The poison pushers never fooled me for a minute. The propaganda machine scared people into getting the shot. My girlfriend was

feeling the pressure from friends and family and I convinced her the entire pandemic was bull feces. I just got done reading "The Real

Anthony Fauci" by Robert F. Kennedy Jr. This read will make you sick..
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rminardo
Joined On 12/30/2021 7:30:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good For You VIO ! ! ! Me Ether ! ! ! A great follow-up would be The Unseen Hand by Ralph Epperson ! ! ! Real History through

documented research not propaganda... Embrace The Horror............
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dubbydove
Joined On 9/23/2011 8:39:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've been reading books about medical malfeasance for years and am convinced that Big Pharma/AMA are criminal

organizations. If they succeed (g-d forbid) in helping to create a single all-powerful hegemony of the U.S. the _rst thing they'll

do is make supplements as well as alternative healers illegal. Everyone but them are "quacks" while they do so much harm and

much of it deliberately for pro_t. Dr. Burzynski was prepared to sell them his cancer tonic until he requested that those who

couldn't afford it should still be able to get it, as has been his practice. He was told by AMA President, Morris Fishbein that

nobody would be receiving it.

Did the same thing to several others including Royal Rife who created the Rife Machine and was told if he refused to give them

the patent they would destroy him. They destroyed him. In 2016 over 50 doctors were found dead under mysterious

circumstances. "When Healing Becomes a Crime", an excellent bio of Harry Hoxsey, also had a tonic that cures some cancers, is

constantly arrested while his patients wait outside the jail for his release. The description of the "cure" suggested for a palate

cancer by the orthodoxy would make you prefer suicide. He went instead to Mexico for Hoxsey's tonic and the author

interviewed him ten years later, he was completely cured with the tonic, no need to remove half his face as the orthos

suggested.

RFK Jr's book was very impressive, the amount of research done for that book - and I still hear people - who haven't read it of

course - say it's all lies, they don't even need to know what he said. I live in Boston (the so-called cradle of democracy) where the

current senator E. Warren (who no doubt also didn't read it) went out of her way to threaten local book stores into not carrying

the book. Which I would think in a real democracy would be grounds for impeachment.
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just saw a Good Morning America clip reporting the fourth booster is proven through studies to boost the immunity way up! Oh yes as

if i believe that study. I am happy, pleased, thankful that this mind never gave in to the lies, the deceit, the everything that this

government has to do.  About the baby food shortage. About three months there was a scare of contaminated baby food. And a plant

was shut down. The plant was deemed not the source point for the contamination. It is good to go. It is still shut down! The Biden

Administration hound dogs will not let it open. Think on this for a moment. And in the meantime pallets of baby food is being shipped

to the boarder. I know many of you are not fans of baby food, but there are parents trying to gourd out to feed their babies. Wee need

some alternatives here folks for these parents remembering most of the mothers no longer have breast milk. I know there is now a

market of frozen breast milk.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh my God! Good Morning America? I wish I could bring myself to endure such torcher! The last time I watched GMA was 1994.

I was 28 and Joan Lunden was the host of GMA. That was back when they still reported the news and pushed less propaganda.

She got out shortly after that and they went downhill immediately! Today, all of the channels, including FOX are nothing more

than political activist.
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Pony55
Joined On 7/3/2021 8:27:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This won’t be feasible for most city people, but fresh raw goats milk is an excellent source of baby milk. My mom’s milk was not

good when i was born back in the 70’s, and neither were the three formula options that were available at that time. The doctor

told mom to get a goat and milk it every day to feed me. I grew up strong and healthy. I still love the taste of goats milk today.

Mom also grew all my veggies as i got older and pured them in the blender. Nothing was store bought. I pray parents can _nd

healthy options, like fresh goats milk, for their babies.
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ElizabethHope
Joined On 8/12/2016 8:50:43 AM
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This reminds me of what doctors told my Mom in the hospital after I was born. That infant formula was superior to breast milk.

The hospital actually gave my Mom an injection to stop producing breast milk. This happened in the US in the 1970s! That was

actress Suzanne Somers’s experience in the 1960s as well. That was the “trust the science” moment in medical history that

deprived millions of American children of healthy antibodies and nutrition in breast milk. It was only until La Leche League

spearheaded a campaign in the 1980s to return American mothers to breastfeeding.

Yet here we are today - 2022 - and the media and medical establishment are parroting the motto “Trust the Science” to convince

us to stop questioning the safety of these Covid mRNA shots. People don’t know their history. The fact that gynecologists were

complicit in needlessly sterilizing 1/3 of all Puerto Rican women. Unnecessary hysterectomies on young black, Hispanic, and

Native American women for DECADES. Merck’s drug Vioxx killing 500,000 Americans - but no one going to jail! The opioid crisis,

thalidomide handicapping babies, the list goes on The arrogance of medical agencies for pushing the Covid shots with no

acknowledgement of how very WRONG that they’ve been in the past.

It’s just so condescending to hear “trust the science.” I saw a doctor last March. He told me not to believe everything you read

on social media. I told him that I actually read the medical journal articles themselves and promptly recited the titles JAMA, The

Lancet, etc. Then he had the gall to tell me that I needed someone with the expertise to correctly interpret these journal articles

for me!!!
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foghead
Joined On 8/9/2008 3:12:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One in all and done was the endgame goal. That was the minimum hope they had, all the rest of the "boosters" and such amount to a

twisted real-time test of their own creation to just see how far the human body can be pushed before it collapses. Glad I had the bug

and am naturally immune (for now) in November of 2020... kinda ironic how hindsight and the year, looking back, was 2020. I feel for

those that were pressured into taking this fake vax... hindsight for those folks should be, "I shouldn't have allowed my life to be

controlled by money." Low or no debt - gives the power to say "nope" to this stuff and just walk away. But again, hindsight is (or was)

2020.
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Xmen44
Joined On 4/26/2016 4:24:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ourworldindata.org shows 66% of America is fully vaxxed. This was originally the score kept by Johns Hopkins and handed over to a

European agency. Only 65% worldwide fully vaxxed. I think we could probably safely assume those numbers are 5-10% higher than

reality and possibly inqated even more than that.
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MaryJ610
Joined On 1/19/2012 10:39:19 PM
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Where are the stats on the people such as myself that had the virus and the strains that are still alive vs people that had the shot and

then got the virus and died? I lost my mother to this fake vax and watched her perish from it. All we can do is pray for God ' s mercy on

us all. No shot for me! It's a crime against the children that parents put this garbage in their bodies and the corrupt cdc! So sad for

them.
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rminardo
Joined On 12/30/2021 7:30:27 AM
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AND IF IT HARMS YOU, THERE IS NO RECOURSE ! ! ! Yea give me all 4 shots all at once ! ! Stupidity Unbounding! ! ! I believe

William Cooper said it best, "SHEEPLE" ! ! ! !
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Hotsocks
Joined On 7/9/2021 11:48:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The whole Pandemic was created to bring fear and control of the masses and for Big Pharma to pro_t from the shots which shows in

their quarterly report. Why is it that more people have died Post Vax than the Virus itself? Some Pathologists have Scienti_cally proven

cause of death in post Vax death was caused by the vaccines. Yet, Big Pharma controls the information the media releases from the

FDA and CDC. Any claims against the Vaccine program is removed or labeled misinformation by Big Pharma. Everyone should read

Phizer Docs released on March 1. Then you will know why P_zer went to court and asked for 75 years to release this data.
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PathNotes
Joined On 12/25/2012 3:44:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The real test of wills happens in the fall/winter of 2022-23. That's when the drug companies will roll out their next big vaccination

marketing campaign (with a huge dose of politician arm-twisting.)
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rai15131
Joined On 1/17/2021 11:23:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

thank u for all your articles Dr. well I don't believe any numbers released by any agency these days. to think that 82% got at least one

dose, seems more like thats what MSM wants you to think basically for the reason that the globalists and big pharma (the two heads

of one snake) know human nature is to do what everybody else is doing; at least initially. so they must convince all, that "all" is taking

the shot so rush right and down there and do your patriotic duty for the nation. right. don't even ask questions. just jump off that there

cliff. the globablists know we over-believe in science, and if they get rid of religion and God, science becomes the God. back to my

point about 82% took the _rst dose.

I think it's more like, maybe 50% took one dose but were sleep walking when they did it, or was coerced by the thought of having no

job, and then they went along with it, but they still didn't consider that it would be a gamble, because this was always an experiment,

and not even a necessary experiment. without the threats it would have been less than 30% endangering themselves. precisely

because the trend was away from vaccines before covid. they knew this too; thats why they would feed you free donuts and threaten u

with loss of income. they knew. and they also knew that the objective was depopulation. they are playing God. however, God is aware

of when the sparrow falls. and the piper must always be paid, and so it is.
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Glastian
Joined On 1/18/2021 8:16:54 AM
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Great and encouraging analysis by Dr Nass. But the problem of disseminating the information remains, the lock-stepped news

channels have a monopoly of what they want us to hear. Only when the sheeple realise that our governments are our enemies in the

pay of evil master criminals, will they even begin to question the narrative. We need many more like this article from the excellent

white rose in the U.K.  thewhiterose.uk/i-believe-we-reside-in-an-open-prison
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These mongers know what they wanted to achieve and based on the # of billionaires and increased bottom line of many net worth's,

they are not at all un-happy. They maximized as fast as they could the amount of $$$ to be squeezed out of this _rst era of whu-qu

before interest waned. Now they KNOW all they have to do is lock people into annual whu-qu injections and you know MANY of the

very same sheep will do so because they will fall prey again to the fraudulent propaganda used in 1st era of whu qu . All they have to

say is "hey we have re_ned it all and now only 1 perhaps 2 annual injections needed", and they will use false #'s again like saying it's

94% effective which we all know will end up far lower. I can see this tactic happening now. Fortunately many of us here are ON TO

THEM and will never be a consideration for us
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I wonder how many of the injected ( with or without boosters) have developed effects ( major or minor) from the jabs.
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ScanKat
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We need the state of Emergency to be lifted. They are planning more shots ( They still want to try for 6M to 5). They are approving

more dangerous drug under EUA, while still lying about safe treatments for this illness going around and around and around. They are

planning for the next SCAMdemic. We need to expose Virology. They are not isolating any virus. This is one giant Mind F____.

https://viroliegy.com
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No doubt ScanKat...the plan is already in play for every year going forward. They will tell everyone the science has improved so

much and all injections are safe and good. How people CONTINUE to fall for it is the astonishing aspect
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"They" are just plowing ahead with their diabolic plans, never mind how badly, in fact, this is going for "them" right now. The new

mRNA shots are already getting the thumbs down from Wall Street investors as they have gotten bad previews from early

testing. Can't Fauci and his band of ghouls read the writing on "the Wall" (Street)?
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Wisdom! .... pat yourself on the back for having it! Exercising it! Sharing it! Loving others in the delights of it!
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Joined On 1/22/2022 5:24:00 AM
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All the governments fabricate "magic" numbers all the time, is their job paid by the corporations. But we know it and we do not trust

them. They must be desperate, that is why they push so hard and fast everything against people.
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lisahealyourself
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People unfortunately won’t wake up a moment before they are ready to. But I suspect most moms of babies in thier arms will think

twice — even those fully asleep — when looking down into their beautiful babies eyes. Most will begin to listen to that nagging

question in the back of their minds — “what if this isn’t so safe for my baby????”  And I think this is the moment most of the moms of

the world will wake up.  
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ElizabethHope
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I wish more mothers knew their history. Thalidomide was a drug considered safe for pregnant mothers decades ago but

resulted in horrible birth defects. Thankfully it was pulled from the market. Mothers - actually all parents - should be aware of

this before they make a decision about this Covid shot that is the 1st mRNA “vaccine” in history - the clinical trials for P_zer and

Moderna don’t even end until 2023! It’s just mind-boggling that so many parents REFUSE to exercise critical thinking skills. They

can’t even fathom that any government agencies - much less their doctors - would give them wrong advice.

To even admit that, they would have their whole worldview upended! Most Americans feel safe and protected trusting their

government. Many Republicans have the advantage of being extremely skeptical of all of this from the very beginning. I’m a

Democrat (but thinking of switching to Independent), but I started to see through the smokescreen because it just didn’t make

sense to me. Why use brand-new vaccine technology??? Why now of all time? And this “Trust the Science” refrain being

parroted all over mainstream media - it was a joke and SOOO condescending!

I knew something wasn’t right so I chose NOT to get vaccinated. All of a sudden I’m banned on social media like Reddit for

warning people about the inconsistencies in data on these vaccines. Media painted anyone who questioned these “vaccines” as

Trump supporters and conspiracy theorists. It’s very telling that I’ve never been banned by Reddit’s conspiracy subreddit

community. This oppressive censorship for 2 years has been awful!
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I can't for the life of me understand why any mother would think for a second to give up their child's health for

P_zer/Moderna/Johnson & Johnson. Robert Malone, M.D., ran a great cartoon on this last week, showing parents lining up with

their kids in their arms in front of a demonic-appearing deity sitting on a throne with horns, titled "P_zer." Says It All.
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SHARE THE TRUTH issuesoutline.org  FREE MUSIC listen or download free Covid Slaves soundcloud.com/.../covid-slaves

 markyoungguitar.com/.../covid_slaves.mp3  Not About a Virus soundcloud.com/.../not-about-a-virus

 markyoungguitar.com/.../not_about_a_virus.mp3  If You Don't Know History soundcloud.com/.../if-you-dont-know-history

 markyoungguitar.com/.../if_you_dont_know_history_6.mp3  lyrics: markyoungguitar.com/lyrics_page.htm
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Same here in France. A lot of people are refusing the 2nd and 3rd vaccines.
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Steve Kirsch, considered the Number One Disinformation Spreader by The Powers That Shouldn't Be, did a survey on COVID vaccine

death rates. Here are the statistics and his _ndings. It's astounding:

stevekirsch.substack.com/p/jackpot-over-500000-killed-by-the?r=ogpjw&a..
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those "vaccine" numbers are a lie I'd be willing to bet that not many more than 50% of Americans have received that shot , our

workforce at my place of employment is near 100 and nearly half of them have not received even 1 dose despite being pressured to do

so
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I agree. It can't be over 50% even for the _rst shot. Where I live it is below 40%.
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but the wicked shall do wickedly: and none of the wicked shall understand; but the wise shall understand.
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I eliminated sugar and wheat from my diet over 10 years ago and have not been sick a day since. There's no need for me to risk an

experimental myocarditis slab jab. If I caught the Fauci-19 virus, I sure didn't know it. Let's Go Brandon and Al Borela too!
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Not sure how we can help The Brain DEAD..
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"Enough! NO MORE. Tis not as sweet as it was before."- an old quote . Yes, people are starting to wake up to the reality of what Big

Pharma has been getting away with.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

People are waking up. Some want to sleep longer. They will pay. "Man is free to choose not to be conscious, but not free to escape the

penalty of unconsciousness: destruction." -Ayn Rand. Here is Reiner Fuelmich in 3 minutes of his 1 hr interview talking about the

history of eugenics. www.onenewspage.com/video/20220511/14661346/Eugenics-global-genocides-..  Here is the full 1 hr recent

interview with Reiner Fuelmich by CHD. The last two minutes of the interview Reiner talks about how to talk to someone that has all

the shots, mask, & social distancing. It is at 1:03.24 to 1:05.43. He says get people to question their convictions. Question the reality

that they are convinced of. They have to see you as authentic, as someone that wants to help. If they think you are authentic they will

trust you and only if they trust you will they listen to you. live.childrenshealthdefense.org/shows/chdtv-exclusive-interviews/lBFT1..
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Mercola_Fan
Joined On 1/11/2009 12:28:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I still read other sites as to what is taking place in our world. But have put Mercola on top because he's not full of hopium like some

who say it will all playout for the good in the end.  And I'd like to say that most of the commenters on here are much brighter than the

hit and runs on other sites. There is a big difference between hope and truth. Just give it to us straight.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You want it straight? Once cash is removed from the system (by 2024) it's game over. Digital currency gives them total control.
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raynetherwood
Joined On 11/17/2020 10:31:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As with the warning now _nally put out for the J&J jabs for “younger victims” — I fear for all who have injected themselves with

something for which there was /is no longitudinal data. There will come a variant that will attach itself to some component of the jab,

and the herd will become substantially thinned. Once the bell is rung, it can’t be unrung. Giving children this crap is criminal.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How are we supposed to help the brainwashed libtards? They are as stubborn about wanting the jab as we are for not wanting it.
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zabm47
Joined On 3/26/2022 9:56:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I know for fact that in Croatia there was a huge political move and lies to vax the kids. There was some success. Only 42 kids were

vaxxed.
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ElizabethHope
Joined On 8/12/2016 8:50:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I love Croatia! I spent time there before the pandemic - Split, Zagreb, Dubrovnik - Beautiful country! I’m so happy that so few

kids were vaccinated. What about the adults? It seems like Eastern Europeans are not falling for the lies. They’ve been skeptical

from the outset and rightly so! What about the average Croatian? I know here in the US it has been SO DIFFICULT speaking to my

family. Are Croatians more skeptical of authority?
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imagicman
Joined On 12/30/2021 9:58:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

do you really think talking is going to change anything the federal death administration wamts to do to support big pharma? only

doxxing the fda board members and scaring the bejesus out of them might bring the desired result. but i doubt it and more extreme

measures would need to be taken. but that won't happen because the left's foes aren't willing to really _ght like the left does.
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zabm47
Joined On 3/26/2022 9:56:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unfortunately, according to the map those in "democrat " areas are still drinking the coleaid and thinking that the rest of the country

are misinformed.
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glennlawngirl
Joined On 12/13/2021 6:32:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I hope that one of the good things that comes out of this insane time is that many antivaxxers have been birthed. I’ve learned so much

about the evil pharma-govt ways that I wish I hadn’t vaccinated my kids. My prayer is that young parents question everything they put

in their kids bodies and stand their ground.
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sun[owerjanis
Joined On 5/17/2014 4:50:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hear ye, hear ye; let's all stop calling the Covid19 death jabs vaccines. That's the truth of the matter.  I'm happy to _nd that the Sheep

are _nally waking up to what's really going on.  At least some of them are.  I still see some dummies walking around with masks on

here and there.  As for the WHO, this org does not have any real power over us; we all need to remember this.
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PaulVonharnish
Joined On 1/27/2015 11:30:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Obviously, the Centers for Disease Control has been in Control of research publications and allowable research funding for decades.

Statistical pro_les for vaccine e@cacy and published health assessments of pharmaceutical products, have typically been _ltered to

enhance pro_tability to certain "interests". None of this is new, and the legal classes are either in on the game or acting as accessories

after the fact. Most seem to be preoccupied with chasing ambulances... A brief de_nition of the legal term pertaining to Accessory: > >

> Excerpted from: Accessory - The Free Dictionary > > > Accessory > > > “Aiding or contributing in a secondary way or assisting in or

contributing to as a subordinate.

In Criminal Law, contributing to or aiding in the commission of a crime. One who, without being present at the commission of an

offense, becomes guilty of such offense, not as a chief actor, but as a participant, as by command, advice, instigation, or concealment;

either before or after the fact or commission. One who aids, abets, commands, or counsels another in the commission of a crime. > >

> Complete text: legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/accessory  > > > Any questions?
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These _gures are so accurate that if you remove the 74 million children under 18 you have 99% of adults taking the jab.
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ElizabethHope
Joined On 8/12/2016 8:50:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I was wondering about that. We know for a fact that children ages 5 to infants cannot get this shot. So That age group is around

24 million. How many kids from ages 6 to 18 didn’t get vaccinated? We then need to add those 2 numbers and subtract it from

approximately 90 million, and that’s how many American adults didn’t get the jab. Pretty scary small number! That means our

blood may be in demand because it hasn’t been genetically modi_ed.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"The C.D.C. also reported that about 100.5 million fully vaccinated people have received an additional vaccine dose or a booster dose,

the *highest level of protection* against the virus." The "highest level" being ZERO protection! How about: The "highest level of

protection" - until the NEXT booster shot comes along!!! It's very sad that these evil criminals are allowed to continue this obvious

FRAUD! If their lips are moving - they're LYING! The ONLY thing that ANY of those nanobot shots are protecting; is the bank accounts of

the globalists! --- The rhetoric is already circulating that there "could" be ONE HUNDRED MILLION or more injuries and deaths (from

covid, of course) this fall. Does anyone remember me posting that this fall, when the combo covid/qu shot rolls out, that the deaths

from the nanobot shots would rise exponentially? I've said it before: There's a storm coming!
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Exactly Randy. The simply "get away" with the fraudulent propaganda and then back track or water down without any

accountability what so ever. Those who fall for this trap almost always fall for it again which is the unfortunate reality because

they follow the science and want to be a good citizen and believe we are all in this together. WTF!
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks, Brodie. We're de_nitely living in The Twilight Zone!...Time for my bike ride!
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ScanKat
Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It takes a lot to wake up the sheep but CoVid was a lot.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

everyone I know who took injections say the same thing after catching the whu-qu a 2nd and 3rd time. "Oh, but it could have

been so much worse". They actually believe this. Unbelievable!
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Piw6958
Joined On 3/19/2015 6:42:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I believe this entire debacle has shown us very clearly who the CDC is working to protect
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Willydogg
Joined On 5/10/2022 6:54:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Endgame to all these injections?? Its not about your health..though thats the cover story ( lockdowns) caused the worlds death

rate do to malnutrition and famine to climb from 12million to 120million, united nations estimates..so health it isnt Its...the QR

code..nano-tech,quantum dot technology that will control everything u do
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JohnHasse
Joined On 5/24/2015 5:37:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One would use the word 'about' because the number might change slightyly from day to day, as more people are conned into this big

pharma trap.
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Danielle McDonald
Joined On 9/18/2008 9:07:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is such encouraging news.
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Also think how much researchers have discovered regarding ivermectin. We wouldn’t have known if it wasn’t for all the

discussion on this simple drug that has been used on animals for years and not will _ght cancer? Oh my and no side effects.
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm very glad to hear that the general public, though trusting, are realising they've been had, but we have to remain on our toes as so

many of our institutions, governments and NGO's have been in_ltrated (klaus schwabs own words) by the megalomaniacal new world

order idiots who are supported by so many polluting, destructive corporations and are still working towards achieving the wef aims;

who claim they have the solutions to the problems they and their supporters themselves have put into being...with our collusion via

employment and purchases.
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TonyRyan
Joined On 2/7/2010 10:51:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I recognise one reason to rescue people from their own stupidity and that is we won't have to raise their orphans. But for those who do

not have children, just let them die. This will raise the planet's human population IQ level by about 20%; a much-needed improvement.
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rob629698
Joined On 2/26/2018 12:19:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would prefer to live among the stupid than the cruel.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Many of the stupid are also cruel and despise you for your intelligence and non compliance.
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DawnieR
Joined On 5/19/2021 9:38:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

'Boosted'?? IRRELEVANT!! What IS RELEVANT is how many took the 1st DNA/GENETIC CHANGING (to NON HUMAN) Experimental

mRNA Bio-weapon Injection!! ONE shot?....you're DONE!!
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How do you know that? Links, or even names of researchers? Vanden Bosche, Mikovits come to mind. Any others? I'm still

trying to _gure it out and want to keep learning. One thing for sure, the jabs are a BAD IDEA. Just how bad is what I don't know.

Dr. M has been clear that they are dangerous, but careful not to overstate the dangers. Very smart of him, I think. Of course in

my family we are all unjabbed, an easy call if there ever was one!
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m right there with you! I’m amazed at how brain-washed everyone is. I’m even more amazed at how easy it was for them to

coerce people into taking it, despite the fact that they didn’t want to. True Bible believers who know what’s coming would NEVER

fall for this nonsense. The fear of the Lord is the beginning of knowledge: but fools despise wisdom and instruction. Proverbs

1:7 We (people who fear God) know that eventually nobody will be able to buy/sell without the mark of the beast. (Empire) Even

if this thing was a warmup to the real thing, since the globalists love their false qag events, these DePop shots still all had the

ingredient Luciferase in them.

I wonder how many professing Christian’s took this shot? I also wonder how many Luciferians/satanists would knowingly inject

something into their bodies that bore the name of Jesus on it? I’m guessing, not very many of them. Even if it’s a harmless

substance, the name says it all. They’re injecting humanity with the name of Lucifer, and people apparently are too stupid to

know any better. I’d rather die, than to extend my earthly life having been marked with the name of Lucifer. Nobody else seems

to be discussing this point, and I’m confused as to why.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

exp and all... I cannot provide real estate referrals. There is absolutely nothing left in my county under a half million dollars. You no

longer get much for your money even at that price. We were lucky to buy in when we did. (Because we bought low, before demand and

development. Our tax rate is locked in, based on our purchase price with an annual percentage increase cap. We also secured some

other unique tax advantages.) Like many other places, land prices have entered the stupid zone. I have been trying to help a friend _nd

something, to no avail. I know exactly what many people want. If you have your heart set on a particular area, this is what little I can

recommend.

Watch tax sales at the county courthouse and do your homework. Very few bankers will provide repo info to private individuals, but it

may still be worth a morning on the telephone calling around--if you can even speak to a live person anymore. Check courthouse

records in the area for absentee landlords who may consider selling if they no longer have ties to the area--it costs little to send a

letter of inquiry. Most large corporations that are landholders have a real estate division and sell real estate--timber companies, etc.

Contact their hdq or look online. Some people actually watch the obituaries and send a letter to families of the deceased.

The only other option may be to change your plans, change your location or requirements or move even farther out. In 2 years, prices

may fall, but less time for prepping. A person needs to be cautious even in this time of high demand for housing. We looked for 3

years--glad we did not settle for less than we wanted as we _nally found the perfect parcel--after getting our offers rejected 8x. We

knew we could not afford high prices and still have enough money left over to build or make improvements. We drove a hard bargain

and the land has already paid for itself. Do not be afraid to offer sweat equity and list what needs to be done. Sometimes it works
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here in this region of upstate NY, timber companies buy lands, strip them of any trees of value to then let it all go back to taxes.

Such land is a mess, but at tax sales may be a price an individual or a group might be able to purchase. The disadvantage is the

land they leave is stripped, but with Sweat Equity and determination it may be a chance to develop from almost square one in a

healthier regen sustainable organic way. Not an easier life & lots of work to a better life, but it can be a life worth living.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

juststeve... You are correct. It is a wonderful opportunity to replant and plant a forest, watching it grow and realize you walked

hand in hand with God to create life. If you are young and in reasonably good health, the work will be good for you. Something

you can nurture and take pride in. Check out your local zoning laws and tax structure. Also, any environmental restrictions, too.
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Sanbruno69
Joined On 10/2/2021 8:49:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One can buy brand beware 3000 sq.ft homes with landscaping and huge swimming pools for 225 K$USD in Merida Yucatan 14

min to the beach 300k on the beach. Why why why stay in a country where the gobermnt hates you?
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Almond" et al, here is one of the biggest problems exacerbating the home housing "shortages"

nypost.com/2020/07/18/corporations-are-buying-houses-robbing-families-..
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

grulla... This is why you need to keep trying to buy--even build your own house if you are capable. -Or, at least hire a retired

contractor to direct and inspect every step of the way. For a modest fee, he may allow you to use his rolodex and will know

reliable workers. If you cannot read the writing on the wall, the shortage of homes for sale will force people to rent. The

increased demand for rentals will result in much higher rents which means that swirling sound as money gets qushed down the

drained it becomes harder to save for an ever-increasing down payment. There are things you can do if you own your own home

that you cannot do in an apartment. One thing I considered when younger, since my background was in international trade, was

to live on a boat in a harbor.

A boat can drain your bank account, too, though. A less secure situation would be working as a caretaker on a large estate

where housing is provided. If you have a nursing degree and a trailer or mobile home, perhaps a resident nurse for an elderly or

disabled rural person needing ongoing care. However, that situation is also insecure if your patient dies. Most farmers cannot

afford to pay a lot for a hired man, although the job often includes modest housing. We have not found a situation where it was

cost-effective to buy a larger parcel and subdivide.

The one time we came close, our plan was to divide hundreds of acres in half, but the other party backed out. A major risk of

buying off grid land is not knowing whether you will _nd water (a well). Another problem involves setbacks from waterways on

the land (creeks), meaning your use of land within 250' or more on each side of the water is restricted. You end up paying taxes

for land you cannot fully use or graze animals on. It may be easier to buy land than a house nowadays. Know the legislation

regarding land use and zoning. Know whether there is a cap on property tax increases. Consider taxes, the cost of services and

requirement to have
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axkershaw
Joined On 7/8/2013 3:01:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Almond et al: There are many places in Latin America where land and labor is cheap and there is a year round growing season.

In Ecuador there is fresh grass year round so getting grass fed meat and dairy is easy and cheap. Beef liver and hamburger
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In Ecuador there is fresh grass year round so getting grass fed meat and dairy is easy and cheap. Beef liver and hamburger

$1.50/lb. Raw milk 50 cents/liter. Avocados $1 for 5 small or 3 large. Land can be had for as low as $1,000/acre. Rents are very

cheap in some places. I rent a bungalow on a small farm 3 miles from the beach for $100/mo. My food and cleaning costs

another $100 so I live nicely on SS for less than $300/mo. It is rustic but I have water, electricity and internet. I sleep under a

sheet and inside a Faraday Cage. The temps vary by 5 degrees daily with a base of 70-75F on the coast to 50-55 F in the

highlands.

Truly eternal Springtime. The billionaire class that are in charge of this mess have hidden havens in the South. 2006 the Bush

family acquired 300,000 acres in Paraguay, larger than all 5 burroughs of NYC, right on top of the Guarani Aquifer, the largest

fresh water reservoir in the world. The only reason that became news is that 25 year old Jenna was sent to seal the deal. She

went bar hopping with her Secret Service escort in Asuncion. Her purse was stolen so it made news. A cab driver from Asuncion

said that they all were laughing and shouting about it. Only the business press mentioned it and they speculated that the

Bushes bought it because it was near the gas _elds of Bolivia.

Even then the business press was not aware that fresh water is more valuable than fossil fuels. I should say they are aware but

they do not want the 99% to be aware. The con_rmation of that idea came from an unexpected source. A year ago the Defense

Minister of Russia said that they had developed a nuclear powered cruise missile that can stay aloft inde_nitly. It is named the

Revenge Missile. Its purpose is to target any who might start a nuclear war & think they can escape to the South. The missile

might make them rethink.
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"For a modest fee, he may allow you to use his rolodex and will know reliable workers." My local builder supply keeps a current

list of contractors, check yours. ~~~ ALSO: "Another problem involves setbacks from waterways on the land (creeks), meaning

your use of land within 250' or more on each side of the water is restricted. You end up paying taxes for land you cannot fully

use or graze animals on." If so, make sure to do an annual property tax protest to get those property taxes reduced. One might

also claim an adverse situation due to being in a qood plain. And limted, or lack of, ground/well water is yet another property tax

protest possibility.
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traderfran
Joined On 10/30/2011 3:24:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Did they list How many of the people who had One (1) shot ... Died before they could get the Second (2) shot? Died either from the

shot or from 'another' disease or reason?
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canary_ingoldmine
Joined On 12/5/2021 8:19:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

steelj, I believe the battle for the future of civilization requires compassion above all else except perhaps discernment. Otherwise we

are just another brand of the people who are determined to destroy us generation after generation. Discernment is what the parents

you refer to lack in most cases. The ability to connect the dots or read between the lines. They are of a generation raised on electronic

media and in an education system that taught them compliance above all else, at the expense of critical thinking skills. They believed

the propaganda that they were acting for the greater good.

They believe this is what science looks like because it's all they've ever known. We who have the ability to discern and think critically

have perhaps had life experiences pre-Covid that opened our eyes to some degree and led us to rightfully question authority and/or

government systems. I think that makes us more blessed than, not better than, those who comply. Their choice to comply has

consequences for them and their children that will in many cases be dire. They need our compassion and the world needs more

compassionate people. There but for the grace of God...
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Now that's a thoughtful and intelligent reply, Canary, to say the least. I admire your compassion and empathy. If you were the

norm we would have none of the catastrophes that are bringing our civilization down. You are not the norm though. Their choice

to comply has consequences for them and their children, as you say. Don't be blind to the fact their compliance is what enables

the tyrants to ruin us all. The evil ones are always around. It's when they are given power they threaten us. You're right, for some

if they'd had our experience (I'm 71) they'd react differently. Others would be sheeple in any case. How do you tell the difference,

and does it even really matter when it's a struggle for the survival of human dignity? There are times when understanding and

sympathy must be pushed aside to avoid the destruction of all we love. I think this is such a time. Empathy for the enemy is a

luxury we can't afford, and they never extend to us.
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One other thing, Canary. Re discerning - if you think most people will EVER, in a million years, be able to discern as you can,

sorry but you're wrong. Most people lack a lot of stuff they should have, but just don't. That's not related to what's going on now,

it's always been that way and always will.
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Liberty11
Joined On 12/17/2006 8:27:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Canary, what you say is true and compassion should always be our priority. What is also true is that those who lack discernment

and thus make ignorant and sometimes appalling decisions may lead us all into totalitarian oppression. For a deeper

perspective, interesting reading is De La Boetie "Discourse on Voluntary Servitude" - an essay against dictators written in 1548!!,

discusses power, how it is obtained and held by tyrants, but maintained because the people fail to realize, and exercise, their

individual and collective power. To quote "that all servitude is voluntary and the slave is more despicable than the tyrant is

hateful." I believe it is a Moral Responsibility to realize, claim and exercise one's power, for the sole reason of protecting our

liberty against the evils of totalitarianism.

This requires the hard work of developing our spiritual gifts such of discernment, courage, forbearance. Yes di@cult, maybe

impossible for those "raised on electronic media and in an education system that taught compliance...." however, we do have

choice, as Thoreau wisely stated "think for yourself or others will think for you, without thinking of you"
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Parents address wi_ in school, student's depression and inability to concentrate at school. As discussed before, wi_ is not needed in

schools but school board trustees have the authority to have wi_ installed even in kindergarten classrooms without telling the parents

of the risks, without consideration of the health of teachers or children. I hope parents who see this video will prepare to take action

for the next school year. This is a very urgent issue that few people know about. Begin to organize, write to trustees and demand that

they do their jobs which is to ensure a safe learning environment. Fiber optic cable is a far superior option in every way. Why is wi_ the

option favored by school boards? Is there a bias?

HIGH Wi_ Levels in Schools and Depression www.youtube.com/watch  10 min. 5G is here to KILL every living thing on earth.....with

millions of 5G broadcasting Units in USA alone..........all under control of AI..and AI doesn't care anything about who you are. AI sees

people as just a nuisance , a hindrance that must be eradicated..as the SLOW_KILL of RF poisoning attacking humans in their weakest

areas ..IE..if you have a weak heart..that will be exacerbated....you will die from a heart attack..weak bones.....you bones will become

very brittle....on and on......eventually people will be fall ing over in the streets,...millions will just neverf wake up... 77% of you

Americans are going to die before 2030.....fact
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clindesbcglobal
Joined On 7/2/2008 12:46:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I use only coconut oil for everything where oil is needed. I even make f French fries using coconut oil about twice a year. LOL Not very

often. Too much trouble for just me.
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kanajelly
Joined On 5/21/2018 10:29:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.youtube.com/watch?v=umNSEBc5pBg&list=PLcdyAomMF3R4HxKYa-BjnrAv..  In 1978 I asked if Is Elon musk the anti christ?

Shalom girl Check out her short videos She was Elon’s babysitter
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM
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The Antichrist will be of Jewish decent. Is he Jewish?
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kanajelly
Joined On 5/21/2018 10:29:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.bitchute.com/.../pWoiaHgS3TIg  ELON MUSK'S JEWISH GRANDFATHER JOSHUA HALDEMAN'S CANADIAN

TECHNOCRACY MOVEMENT
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olfacto
Joined On 11/14/2020 12:07:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

just look at that nasty butt-hole scar everyone got on their arm from the smallpox vaccine.  that should make anyone run from the jab.

 everytime i see that sphincter on someones arm i just wanna hurl
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irreverent
Joined On 1/21/2016 11:14:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

olfacto - Please do not compare the two vaccinations! Also, you seem to be confused about how they're "administered."

Smallpox is applied - either on the upper arm, or bottom of the foot - by "scrapping" the skin with the vax. The current Covid-19

vax is "injected intramuscular" in the upper arm ... buttocks could also be used, but that's less e@cient.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is encouraging news. Unfortunately, Gates, Fauci, WHO, CDC, WEF, and uncle Joey have other plans. Just wait until the 2022

elections and you'll be told to social distance, wear a mask, get jabbed, and mail-in ballots will be reinstated. Both Fauci and Gates

have PREDICTED this in the last 8 weeks. I'm willing to bet they go one step further! They know most Republicans vote in person. How

much do you want to bet that they won't allow anyone who isn't vaccinated inside to vote? It's the only way the Dems can win: Election

fraud via plandemic.

It worked so well in 2020 it got a cognitively dissabled idiot elected that campaigned from his basement. This will be the new normal

for all future elections! I ask all Independents and Republicans, did you receive a mail-in ballot? I didn't and most of the people I know

that got one are registered as Democrats. To beat them at their own game, everyone needs to reregister as a DEMOCRAT so you will

receive a mail-in ballot and then vote Republican. Pass the word around. Fight _re with _re!
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dubbydove
Joined On 9/23/2011 8:39:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Which cognitively disabled idiot got elected? They had two of them running - instead of the usually morally challenged puppets.

Doesn't seem to matter who we vote for - we end up with the same nazi overlords. From what I see, it's time to stop voting and

take action. I just wish we could stop acting as though it makes a difference - demican and republicrat are just the two heads of

the same capitalist snake that poisons our food and air and increasingly make "rules" that make a joke out of our Constitution.
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njlady
Joined On 11/21/2006 8:03:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

dubbydove you can certainly believe what you want, but the reality is someone WILL be president whether you like them or not,

so I guess it is a matter of deciding which is the lesser of two evils. As I see the world now quickly descending into hell, I recall a

much better time only 2 short years ago. If you think there is any perfect human being ( which would only be your opinion of

course ) that could be elected to the highest position in the world, I guarantee you, they would be hated by many. Not voting is

not an option. Legal and safe voting is. I can guarantee you one thing, if the other "cognitively disabled idiot " ( your words, not

mine) was in o@ce right now, we would never, ever, be in the position we are today.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rubby, I guess you're part of the cognitive declined bunch since there's only one person in o@ce that holds the title POTUS.

Google it if you forgot his name.
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sen7089
Joined On 5/10/2021 10:21:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm less optimistic. I feel we've got a country full off lemmings unable to use reason and intuition... I feel the data from CDC is untrue

fully or partially. I trust none of these Nazi bastards...
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PaulVonharnish
Joined On 1/27/2015 11:30:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There are several pro-mask comments in the readers comment area. Obviously, these persons failed elementary math from _rst grade

onward. A micron is how large? See: M95 mask- _ltration properties. A typical virus is how large? See difference in the decimal point?
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Paul, how many microns is a _nger width? You know, the huge gap where these ill _tting masks pucker open on each side of the

face.
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chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have an odd question. I wonder if rebounding exercise would help those that took the jab?... Especially if immediately after...like

within seconds....the lymphatic system pushes out toxins and I was curious if that would stop the entry of the nano particles into the

cells?. ..Or maybe it would do the opposite and make it worse?...... If it was done a lot maybe the toxin could totally be stopped cold

and expelled. Just a thought ... probably a stupid question but I am trying to help someone who has a deadline to take it and is

horri_ed. Always trying to strategize.
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rai15131
Joined On 1/17/2021 11:23:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

good question. some immune systems might do that as you suggest. yet what I read about the spike protein is that it pierces

into a cell and the system may need a great deal of help to get it out of the body. just read an article here:

www.newstarget.com/2022-05-11-natural-substances-neutralize-covid-vacc..  about what folks are doing who need to get that

crap out of the body. I am cautiously optimistic that some deaths may be prevented. your friend is right to be horri_ed, but

wrong to sacri_ce her body on the alter of science because she is told to do that or else.
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rminardo
Joined On 12/30/2021 7:30:27 AM
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In this age of information where it's so readily At Your Fingertips I am still in awe that people are SO RETARDED to get these shots

"Because The Govt. Says So! " Enjoy your MRNA, it's good for you. Teaches you a lesson ! ! ! !
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Joined On 1/27/2015 11:30:49 AM
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It's not a vaccine. It's an IQ test...
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Moriyah
Joined On 3/21/2022 3:56:00 AM
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As too many have heard, but not listened, I say to you Dr. Mercola: it is time to get ahead of the curve. That curve being the descent

into madness of marching into the Apocalypse: There is nothing at present to stop the escalation of Ukraine / Russia into a global war

threatening probable human extinction. Nothing, that is, except Revelations which I am sure you have some familiarity with.

Repentance is absolutely required. Without usury, which no preacher I know preaches against, there could / would be NO WAR! You

have ordained yourself a preacher, essentially, virtually, maybe you could pick up the slack of Wash. DC, London and Rome before they

all burn, and, us along with it. To those whom much is given much is required.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Vasili Arkhipov, the man who stopped nuclear war.

www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2012/oct/27/vasili-arkhipov-stopped-..   ---- The world may not be so lucky this time.
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jan64524
Joined On 5/23/2018 8:09:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Like how am I supposed to help? I know you're not going to answer me, but...what else am I supposed to do?
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ElizabethHope
Joined On 8/12/2016 8:50:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just a minor grammar edit - Excerpt from article: “In any event, Americans have woken out of their slumber.” It should read “HAVE

AWAKENED” instead.
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radarphos
Joined On 5/17/2013 10:25:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Versatile. There are lots of reasons for mask wearing. Construction people have cleaner faces when mask wearing. There are plenty of

allergens that make less facial contact when mask wearing. In Baptist country, wearing a mask can enable a well known person to

enter a liquor store and be unrecognized--and the same for "has-beens" who want to avoid ridiculing eyes. If you read articles on

Building Science.Com about air movement against houses and structures during hurricanes and tornados, you would see that every

obstacle presents a shield (at least to some degree) against wind and shifts its direction over, under, and around.

I can sneeze and sort-of send a invisible cloud of dirty air instantly _ve feet away; but I can't do that wearing a mask, though I may be

able to send the mask off my face several feet away. When I didn't wear a mask near a factory smoke stack that clouded ground level

Chicago, my nose and eyes burned; but when I put a shirt up to my face I was better. Though I have not seen ANY PROOF that masks

reduce the level of viral load that may be inhaled; I also haven't seen any proof that masks don't help--but I am referring to particulate

load here and not mere "contact". It has not yet been reported "TO MY EYES" in any article that I have read how much viral load is

blocked, slowed, etc.

by masks. Though it has been said "masks don't work" for the reason that virus can pass through the mask--MY QUESTION is about

viral load--do masks reduce that, since they actually do reduce loads of dusts, pollen, toxins (_berglass, asbestos, lead dust, etc). I

have still not read a sensible explanation for why the reputed 8-trillion to 13-trillion spike proteins were put into the P_zer shot, nor

how quickly a virus can enter and create a baby virus in the cell's DNA (that does the making of the baby virus). Continued...
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radarphos
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Continued.. I'm not jabbed, so VIRAL LOAD means everything to me. If a mask can help block viral load in the air around

me--BECAUSE VIRUS DOES MOVE BY AIR-FLOW, proven in the Washington State Church "Choir Loft" early in 2020. Bodies

cause air-qow to move "this way and that" around an obstacle, and presumably a mask worn by a body will reduce viral load (but

not prevent virus access). Again, as an unjabbed with a health immune system (and one who C's, D32+K2's, and nebulizes 0.015

H202 (3% hydrogen peroxide), I guess that my immune system can handle "VIRUS", better as it is stronger; but it is less clear to

me how well I can handle that if I am inhaling 100s of 1,0-000s of viral particles with any deep inhalation breath.

I AM ONLY TALKING ABOUT VIRAL LOAD. I live on a busy road with school tra@c twice a day, cars, teens shouting out of

windows. BUT (THE BIG BUT) there is a lot of humidity in my part of the world (and elsewhere too). Plenty of virus can get

caught up in humidity (invisible water particles in the air) and be trapped there. MASKS CAN STOP HUMIDITY (even while

causing one's face to sweat up). SO, MY POINT IS THAT MASKS CAN STILL PLAY A SIGNIFICANT ROLE IN REDUCING VIRAL

LOAD. TO ME, eight-to-thirteen trillion Spike Proteins (if that is true) is a huge viral load (way too much to put into a kill shot).

If it is pointless to address whether a face mask can stop a virus; IT IS NOT POINTLESS to address to what extent can a mask

reduce VIRAL LOAD; and especially viral load trapped in humidity, attached to a pollen, a dust, etc. I am old. I have plenty of

reasons to wear protection (even if it can't stop a bullet, so to speak). I will still wear masks periodically, tending to do so more

often when a variant is hovering around. It will stop the viral load in a humidity-moisture droplet, or attached to a pollen, dust,

etc. Plants will do that too. When I mow I may wear a mask. I mean no harm, nor insult--I expand the topic.
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For those who have already been inoculated fully, the jury is still out as to the effects of not receiving further inoculations. In a

recent OpEd (www.trialsitenews.com/a/have-we-entered-a-self-sustaining-modus-operan.. ), I addressed this issue head-on.

According to the UK et al data, those who have received the two initial mRNA shots are now, on average, in the region of

negative vaccine effectiveness (NVE). That means they are more vulnerable to COVID-19 than the uninoculated. If they receive a

booster, they enter further into the region of NVE. So, if they refuse the booster, what happens? Do they keep the level of NVE,

do they improve the NVE and transition to positive or at least neutral, or does the NVE continue to decline? If the latter occurs,

how do they get off this treadmill? The booster only makes this situation worse.
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radarphos - well presented. I follow the FLCCC Alliance guidelines (2022.01.20) "Wear a cloth, surgical, or N95 mask when in

con_ned, poorly ventilated, crowded indoor spaces with non-household members." ------- I change my N95 mask often and

dispose of it properly. But I'm seldom in con_ned, poorly ventilated, crowded indoor spaces for any meaningful time. And I

encourage Intelligent Thinking - understanding subtleties, nuances, duality, and "shades of gray."
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RADAR, If you can smell smoke, the mask is doing nothing to prevent or even reduce the number of viruses entering your lungs.

Even worse, most people that wear a mask breathe through their mouth due to the restrictions placed on the nostrils by the

mask itself. The Sars-cov-2 virus is as small as 0.06 microns. A typical surgical mask _lters down to .5 microns. Smoke

particles average 1 micron with most being larger than .5 microns. A well _tted mask will _lter smoke particles. If you can smell

smoke you are _ltering nothing!

There is a thing called the "smoke test" that hospitals, labs, and manufacturers dealing with hazardous airborne particles (where

I work) use the smoke test to properly _t mask. Again, this is for particles .5 microns and up. Vapors from your lungs are

between .1 and .2 microns. When it was cold outside, did you ever see your breath when you exhaled? If so, the mask isn't

_ltering any viruses. Vapors from your breath and particles like smoke are what the viruses use to travel through the air on.

That's why bars and churches are two of the most dangerous places you can go to during a pandemic. At bars everyone is

smoking. At church, everyone is singing! Those are the top 2 ways qu and coronaviruses transmit. You can do a make-shift

smoke test. Just get a glass jar with a sealable metal lid and set a piece of paper on _re inside of it. Smother out the _re by

placing the lid on. With a mask on, remove the lid and stick your face as close to the opening as possible and inhale.

If you can smell smoke you are doing yourself more harm than good by wearing the mask because you are most likely breathing

through your mouth with a mask on. Your nose/sinuses are your _rst line of defense against viruses. Here's the real numbers:

The _lter media of a surgical mask is 8.33 times larger than Sars-cov-2: 0.5/0.06=8.33. So wearing a mask to _lter viruses is

like putting a chain-link fence around your patio to keep the mosquitos and qies out.
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I don’t have a problem wearing a mask. It’s just common sense that a physical barrier can help reduce viral load. I haven’t gotten

the common cold in these 2 years. I was very careful about wearing a mask indoors EVERYWHERE because I’m not vaccinated.

Nevertheless, I was exposed to the Delta variant of the coronavirus last August 2021 by my family when they returned from the

beach. They had eaten inside restaurants so they took off their masks indoors. 5 days after they returned, I began to have

trouble breathing. That was my only symptom. I don’t have asthma or any respiratory issue so this frightened me. Since I didn’t

know how to get ivermectin at the time, luckily I had done some research a couple of weeks prior.

I _gured out what ivermectin and HCQ had in common - they’re both anti-parasitic. So I looked up natural remedies that are also

anti-parasitic in nature too. I found 3 major ones that were familiar to me: 1) OREGANO OIL 2) CLOVES 3) RAW ORGANIC

GARLIC. So I picked oregano oil, which was easy to carry in my purse. When I experienced problems breathing, I immediately

consumed some oregano oil plus mega doses of Vitamin C & D3, and regular doses of zinc, aspirin, magnesium. Within 15

minutes, I could breathe normally again. This recurred a number of times over 3 days. Each time I followed this regimen.

By Day 4, I was cured. Later on in November 2021, my mother suffered from bad Covid even though she had 2 P_zer shots (she

wouldn’t listen to me). I took care of her and didn’t wear a mask - I never got it. Incidentally, what saved my mother was

something she remembered that her father taught her back home in South America - nasal washing with highly saline distilled

water (she actually boiled the water for 5 minutes and let it cool before adding a lot of salt). Once she did that a few times in a

single day, she _nally got better. Then mild Omicron came out in December 2021 infecting my other family members who were

also fully vaccinated. I never got it
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Here's another tidbit that you don't hear about. An expert on air _ltration attended Sen Johnson's Senate hearing: COVID-19: A

Second Opinion. He states that NONE of the mask being promoted for Covid-19 protection work. The Sars-Cov-2 virus is

surrounded by a lipid-based outer layer (OIL). Lipids are not water soluble. Surgical and N95 mask are water soluble BY DESIGN!

That’s because bacteria is water soluble! The mask are more effective at _ltering out bacteria when the mask is water soluble.

So when you exhale, the _bers in these mask absorb moisture. The moisture then enhances the mask's ability to attract and

retain BACTERIA! Also, bacteria are typically larger than 0.5 microns, hence the 0.5 designation of most surgical mask. So these

masks are designed to _lter out and absorb anything that is water soluble, especially anything larger than .5 microns. Have you

ever slid down a slide when you were a child? When it is dry you feel friction. When it's wet you slide much faster!

Your skin has oil on it and the wet slide on oily skin reduces the friction. Oil and water don't mix. If you have on

dry/water-soluble clothing and you sit on a wet slide you STICK to the slide. If you soaked yourself and your clothes with oil and

went down a wet slide you would probably injure yourself going down the slide so fast. When you wear a water-soluble mask,

you are providing a wet-slip-n-slide for viruses to funnel right into your lungs because water and oil don't mix.

They do make a mask that will _lter/absorb viruses. Respirators, like the ones painters wear in paint booths, will _lter viruses.

You have to choose the correct _lter cartridges for those masks to _lter viruses. Those replacement cartridges have to be OIL

SOLUBLE and rated for _ltering VAPORS! Here’s a link to that 5hr hearing:

www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2022/01/24/full_hearing_covid-19_a_sec..  I don't recall exactly when the _ltration expert

spoke.
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I do agree on ONE thing- putting a t shirt up to your face near polluted air was probably an improvement. However, the

disposable graphene masks from China that do not seal do all harm and no good. If you want actual protection, you need a real

respirator with changeable _lters, preferably one that covers your eyes.
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